
Prisha awoke with a yawn as she stretched herself out on the bed, a yawn that soon turned into 
a groan as she felt the now all too familiar sensation of semen sloshing around inside of her ass 
and pussy.  
 
It had now been a little more than a week since the Indian girl had lost her virginity to Sherry 
and she had then gotten absolutely railed by both Claire and Sherry for the next 8 hours in an 
orgy of debauchery. However, after all the fornication had been done, Sherry had told Prisha to 
stay until after everyone else had left.  
 
It was then that Prisha had been given an offer; if she wanted to, she could stay and service 
Sherry and her “mothers” from now on as their personal slut.  
 
This meant that they would be taking care of Prisha as far as anything she would need whether 
it be food, clothing, or anything else she would want, but the former virgin would be on call 24/7 
to service their needs.  
 
The girl hadn’t needed more than 5 seconds to accept their offer. Even from just one night of 
fucking the two ridiculously hung futa, Prisha knew she was already hopelessly addicted, so 
being able to get fucked by those absolute monster cocks from now was nothing short of a 
dream come true.  
 
So after Prisha had gone home and gathered some of her personal effects, a few changes of 
clothes, and gave her college a call that she was withdrawing from her classes, she reported 
back to Sherry and Claire bright and early the next day.  
 
Naturally, for the next week she spent almost every waking moment having one of the two girls 
massive dicks inside of her, often both at once, in an almost endless state of orgasmic bliss.  
 
So to say Prisha’s life had gone through some changes would definitely be an understatement.  
 
Today however was a little different in that it was the first time since she had arrived more than 
a week ago that she had woken up without an absurd amount of dick meat inside of her.  
 
Looking around the bed, Prisha was slightly surprised to see that she was the lone occupant for 
once. Usually either Sherry or Claire would have been cuddling her during the night or waiting 
for her to wake up so they could get some service.  
 
‘Well, they did mention that they both had jobs.’ 
 
Apparently they both had conveniently gotten the last few days off, or at least that was what 
they had told her, but Prisha had the sneaking suspicion that they had both called out so that 
they could break her in.  
 



With a smile at the thought of the previous week’s sexcapades, Prisha got out of bed and gave 
herself one more stretch before beginning to walk to the door leading towards the living room. 
As she crossed the large room, the young girl felt her massive ass cheeks bouncing behind her 
while her equally huge thighs rubbed together.  
 
‘I swear, it’s gotten even bigger lately….’ 
 
Less than a week ago Prisha had been ashamed of how naturally curvy she was, but after her 
recent discoveries of the joys of sex that her ass helped bring, she was actually grateful. 
Especially getting her ass spanked, that discovery was something she very much learned to 
enjoy over the last few days.  
 
But still, it’s continuous growth was a bit worrying. Anymore and she would have to buy new 
clothes again.  
 
Ignoring the soft clap of her ass cheeks, Prisha exited the room and walked out into the living 
area, soon noticing a note resting next to a pile of her unused clothing that were neatly folded 
on the dinner table. While she had gotten them in case she needed a change of clothes, it had 
proven mostly pointless as she hasn’t had a single fiber of clothing on her body for this entire 
week thanks to her continuous fucking by her new owners.  
 
Walking up to the note, she gently unfolded it and read its contents.  
 
Hey Pri, Claire and I had to go to take care of some things at our jobs so we’ll be out for a 
little bit. There’s a little spending money under this note if you need to get anything. Call 
if you need anything! And get ready, we’ll be having some more “fun” when we get back. 
<3 
 
Blushing lightly at the end of the note, Prisha looked down and saw there was an envelope on 
top of the clothing. Taking a peek into it, the young girl felt the color drain from her face before 
she quickly but the envelope back where she found it.  
 
‘That’s more than I could make in a year! How is that a little spending money?!’ 
 
Prisha knew from the size and area this apartment was in that her new owners were rather well 
off, but going by the amount in that envelope it was even more so than she was expecting.  
 
Sighing, the girl walked towards the balcony and opened up the sliding door, feeling her nipples 
stiffen immediately at the cool air, before walking over and leaning her palms onto the railing. 
Looking out at the beautiful city light, Prisha couldn’t help but ponder her new situation now that 
she had a moment to relax.  
 



“Let’s see, a week ago I was just a recluse college student.... And now, after I randomly decided 
to go to an orgy, I’m the personal fuck toy of two futas that are both hung like elephants.... And 
apparently richer than God.” 
 
Prisha let out another sigh but couldn’t help the smile that bubbles up to her face.  
 
‘Well, it’s definitely weird but, but I wouldn’t give this up for the world.’ 
 
“Well, you’re pretty much right about everything there, but there’s one correction you should ad.” 
 
“EEEP!” 
 
Nearly jumping out of her skin in shock, Prisha spun around on a dime towards the direction the 
new voice had come from.  
 
“You’re the personal fuck toy of three futas.... And I like to think my cock is more akin to a snake 
than an elephant.” 
 
There, sitting on the opposite railing of the balcony, was without a doubt one of the most 
beautiful women Prisha had ever seen. It was a young Asian woman that was sitting cross 
legged on the railing, lazily resting a pale hand on her cheek. The woman had delicate features 
and a beautiful bob cut, all aspects that when combined would easily make someone consider 
her “cute” or “innocent” if not for the hungry and seductive look in her eyes.  
 
Then to top it all off, the woman was dressed in what looked like a deep crimson colored button 
up shirt alongside a pair of black leather pants with matching heels and gloves. 
 
“W-who are you?!” Prisha shouted while moving her hands to cover her exposed breasts and 
pussy, unable to stop the fierce blush that boiled up to her face thanks to being seen completely 
in the nude.  
 
Sure, she hadn’t worn clothes for days now, but Sherry and Claire had been the only ones 
around after the orgy. Having a stranger see her, especially her oversized ass, was much more 
embarrassing.  
 
“Well, hello to you too.... I’m Ada Wong, I take it Claire or little Sherry already told you about 
me?” 
 
“A-Ada....?” Upon hearing the name, Prisha felt a recent memory stir in the back of her mind. 
“Ada.... O-oh! You’re Sherry’s other mom!” 
 
Momentarily forgetting her state of dress, Prisha clapped her hands together as the memory 
finally came back to her, before quickly covering herself again in embarrassment.  



 
“Yep, though it’s more ‘adopted’ mom, none of us are actually related.... So I take it you’re that 
new slut that Sherry was telling me about, Prisha?” 
 
Taking a gloved hand down off her side, Ada placed her hands down and pushed herself off the 
railing.  
 
“Uh, yes…. nice to meet yo-” 
 
‘Wait. If her hands have gloves on, what was that pale thing she was resting her cheek on?’  
 
As Prisha watched the woman stand up straight she realized that it hadn’t been an arm at all, it 
was a, 
 
“C-c-cock.”  
 
Raising her finger, the young girl couldn’t help but point down towards Ada’s waist.  
 
There, sticking out imposingly between her legs, was an absolutely monstrous cock. Unlike 
Claire’s or Sherry’s it wasn’t too thick, lacked veins, and the head was definitely on the smaller 
side, but what it lacked in all those areas it made up for them and more in length.  
 
The penis was so long, in fact, that Prisha realized it wasn’t her hand that Ada had been resting 
her cheek against, it was her ridiculously long cock.  
 
As Ada walked towards her, the woman’s lengthy rod swung mesmerizingly side to side until 
she finally stopped a couple steps away from Prisha, yet despite the distance between them, 
the head of her cock was poking Prisha gently on the navel.  
 
Feeling her blush rise even further and her pussy beginning to gush, Prisha finally noticed that 
the woman before her was speaking.  
 
“Um, s-sorry what was that?” 
 
“I said,” Ada began as she gently rocked her hips back and forth, dragging the head of her dick 
up and down against Prisha’s stomach. “It’s nice to meet you. Sorry you had to see me so…. 
worked up the first time we met. I got a little excited seeing that giant ass of yours.” 
 
“O-oh…. Um, sorry about that.” 
 
“Oh, no need to apologize, I have a feeling I won’t ever be flaccid around you for too long.” 
 



With a smile, Ada walked closer and closer to Prisha, causing her absurdly long cock to push 
further and further up her body until the head was pressed gently underneath her chin. As the 
Asian woman’s dick pushed her head upwards until she was looking into the eyes of the taller 
woman, Ada herself reached around and gave Prisha’s ass cheeks a firm grab.  
 
“Damn, this really is fucking massive.” 
 
“T-thank youuu~” 
 
Prisha moaned lowly as the woman’s hands gyrated around her rear, bouncing each cheek 
lightly in her palms.  
 
However, just as the Indian girl really started getting into the mood, all stimulation was suddenly 
halted as Ada pulled herself away from the girl.  
 
“Hmm. It’s getting a bit chilly out here. How about we head inside and warm up?” 
 
As Ada walked back into the apartment, Prisha was left alone on the balcony for a few seconds 
while she composed herself before quickly following the woman back inside.  
 
As she entered the living room once again Prisha saw that Ada was already walking towards the 
bedroom, now with a noticeable lack of pants and boots as they were lying beside the kitchen 
table. 
 
As the tan girl followed behind like a puppy, she entered the room to find Ada already 
unbuttoning her last article of clothing, the crimson dress shirt.  
 
“I’d say get comfortable, but it seems you’re already feeling pretty homely.” Ada finished as her 
last button came undone and she removed her shirt, revealing the woman’s full breasts to the 
world. She wasn’t nearly as amazingly well endowed as Claire or Sherry, but she was definitely 
on the larger side.  
 
“Ah, s-sorry about that. I kinda got used to not wearing anything….” Prisha felt her blush come 
back as she felt Ada’s eyes drinking her in like a tiger looking at meat.  
 
“Oh, don’t worry about it.” Ada chuckled as she began walking towards Prisha once again, now 
equally in the nude. “I got a good show out of it, after all.”  
 
Once she was in arms reach, the taller woman quickly reached out and cupped the younger 
girl’s cheeks before bringing her in for a deep kiss.  
 



Unlike the girl’s first kiss with Sherry all those days ago, Prisha was now much more 
experienced in the art of locking lips and quickly began responding to the other woman’s 
advances.  
 
Gently suckling on Ada’s bottom lips, the girl wrapped her arms around her new lover’s waist 
and gently pulled them closer together, once again causing the absurdly long cock to push its 
way up her stomach.  
 
The two lovers moaned into each other’s lips as the suckling continued, before Prisha felt a 
warm tongue gently sliding along her bottom lip. Immediately understanding the silent request 
the former virgin opened her mouth in compliance, allowing the other woman’s tongue to invade 
the warm cavern.  
 
Ada’s tongue immediately began to take stock of it’s new playground as it gently slid over the 
new territory, brushing over Prisha’s teeth, inner cheeks, and even the roof off her mouth.  
 
‘Wow…. Her tongue is really long.’ 
 
The Indian girl couldn’t help but moan in pleasure as the woman’s tongue finally seemed 
satisfied with the new area and began playing with Prisha’s own. As the French kiss deepend, 
Ada soon reached her tongue out and curled it around her partner’s gently pulling it into her own 
mouth in a show of dexterity.  
 
As this happened, Prisha reflexively tightened her hold on the woman’s waist as she felt a hand 
leave her chin and began roughly fondling one of her meaty ass cheeks while the other lightly 
wrapped around the young girl’s neck and pulled her deeper into the kiss.  
 
This continued for a few more minutes as Ada continued playing with her new toy’s ass while 
both women moaned into each other’s throats before the Asian woman finally pulled their lips 
apart with a pop.  
 
As the two panted, Prisha couldn’t help but blush at her thighs now being completely drenched 
in her own juices, but upon looking at Ada, she felt a little better upon seeing that the hung 
woman’s cock was also letting out a steady flow of pre-cum.  
 
“Well, it looks like those two taught you how to properly kiss….” Ada said with a smile as she 
gently licked their combined saliva off her lips. “But did they teach you how to take cock?” 
 
With that, Ada gave Prisha’s ass one more squeeze before she slid her other hand down from 
the girl’s neck and onto her shoulder before gently pressing down.  
 
Understanding instantly what the woman wanted, Prisha obediently sunk to her knees before 
looking up at Ada’s massive cock.  



 
“I, um, they taught me a little, but you’re a lot l-longer than…. Than Sherry and Claire.” 
 
“Oh, I know honey, don’t worry.” Ada said with a smile as she waved her cock over the girl’s 
head, causing a few dribbles of pre-cum to land on Prisha’s forehead. “Just do your best, I can 
always discipl- I mean, I can always teach you more later.” 
 
 
Nodding her head in response, Prisha sat up a little straighter so that she was now eye level 
with the ridiculously lengthy penis before slowly reaching up and wrapping both hands around 
the shaft.  
 
‘Ok…. Yeah, she’s really long, but I’ve been sucking cocks way thicker than this for almost a 
week.” 
 
If there was one thing the recluse-turned-slut was thankful for it was that, despite Ada’s amazing 
length, her girth wasn’t quite as impressive. Especially in comparison to Claire’s, that woman’s 
cock could split her open like an axe if she wasn’t careful.  
 
“O-ok. Here I go.” 
 
Doing her best to remember all of the lessons Sherry and Claire has taught her, Prisha carefully 
pulled the amazing dick down towards her mouth and planted a loving kiss onto the dripping 
head. Opening her mouth, the girl easily popped the cockhead into her mouth before 
immediately beginning to lap her tongue against the gushing urethra.  
 
“Ooohhhh, that’s a good girl.” Ada cooed as she reached out and gently pat the tan girl on the 
head.  
 
Moaning around the woman’s cockhead in response to the praise, Prisha continued her gentle 
suckles as more and more of Ada’s precum poured out of the bulbous head. As the familiar 
liquid pooled in her mouth and mixed with her saliva, Prisha noticed that Ada’s precum had a 
unique flavor to it.  
 
While Claire’s precum has a thick and slightly bitter taste to it and Sherry’s had a slight hint of 
sweetness, Ada’s tasted slightly tangy, almost like a mandarin. But despite how different they all 
tasted, Prisha thought they were all delicious in their own way. So delicious in fact, that the girl 
had to resist the urge to swallow the gooey substance as her mouth got more and more full.  
 
Finally, once her lips were almost overflowing with precum, Prisha released her suction on 
Ada’s cockhead.  
 



Looking up into the woman’s eyes, Prisha slowly pulled down Ada’s cock before opening her 
mouth and letting a long, slow stream of the precum begin falling down onto the throbbing 
erection.  
 
“Oh yeeeeah. That’s it.” 
 
Slowly moving her head back and forth to further coat the length, Prisha finally closed her lips 
once all of the mixture of saliva and precum was out of her mouth.  
 
‘Oh god, that’s still way to fucking sexy. I have to thank Sherry again for teaching me that.’ The 
younger girl thought to herself as she quickly began jerking off Ada’s cock with both hands, 
spreading the juices over every inch of the woman’s cock while also trying to ignore the small 
puddle forming between her legs.  
 
Once the massive penis was completely coated, which was no small task considering its size, 
Prisha looked up at Ada and waited for permission.  
 
“Go ahead.” 
 
Smiling at her approval, Prisha opened her mouth as wide as she could before taking the 
oversized penis deep into her throat.  
 
“Oh yeah honey, just like that.” Ada said as she relished in the all too familiar sensation of a 
warm throat wrapping around her cock.  
 
As Prisha bobbed Ada’s length in and out of her throat, she was surprised at how easy it was so 
far. Given, she was only deepthroating about one fourth of the woman’s length, but it went down 
a lot easier than Claire or Sherry would’ve.  
 
Smiling internally, Prisha began jerking the remaining length that was outside of her mouth with 
both hands while she attempted to force more of her new mistress’s member down her throat.  
 
Once she had gotten about a third of the meaty rod down her throat Prisha finally came to some 
trouble. While she had taken about this much of Claire and Sherry’s length before it was still 
pushing her limits, but Ada still had another two thirds of her cock left to go.  
 
Prisha knew that she would have to be able to deepthroat Ada’s entire length eventually though 
if she was to be a good pet for them, so she might as well start learning now. Steeling her 
nerves, the former virgin began slowly forcing more and more of the cock down her throat as 
she bobbed her head.  
 
“Oh fuck yes, that’s it’s you little slut.” Ada moaned as she brought her hands up and began 
fondling her own tits. “I don’t know why you were so worried, you’re a natural cock sucker.” 



 
Moaning in joy at the praise, Prisha continued the blowjob with renewed effort as she forced 
more and more of the woman’s penis down her gullet. However, while she was definitely making 
progress, it was slow going as Prisha could only gain about a centimeter in headway every few 
seconds.  
 
So as this continued, the Indian girl began alternating her hands, going from slow strokes to 
fast, long to short, and anything else to please the woman while Prisha worked.  
 
Still, after a few minutes with little progress being made, it seemed as though Ada had other 
ideas.  
 
“Come on now Prisha, this is supposed to be a deepthroat.” As she said this, she brought her 
hand down onto the girl’s head, gently cupping the back of it. “You can’t really call it deep when 
you’re not even taking half of my dick in, can you?” 
 
Prisha could only moan around Ada’s cock in response, her stretched lips quivering in 
nervousness.  
 
“Oh, don’t worry honey, I’ll help you out. Here, this….” Ada lustfully drawled out as she tightened 
her grip on the back of Prisha’s head. “Is what we call deep!” 
 
With that, the domineering woman suddenly pulled Prisha’s head towards her while her hips 
lurched forward at the same time, naturally forcing an indescribable amount of dick meat down 
the younger girl’s throat.  
 
“Oh yes you stupid little slut, that’s it! This feeling of your tight little throat convulsing around 
me…. oh it’s fucking beautiful!” 
 
As Prisha gagged around the woman’s throat, she tried to ignore the flood of pussy juices 
coming from between her thighs at the rough treatment she was receiving. 
 
‘Oh my god, this…. this….’  
 
Moaning into the cock, Prisha reached forward and grabbed Ada’s hips, pulling with as much 
strength as she could muster to bring even more of the monstrous girlcock into her throat.  
 
‘This feels amazing!’ Prisha mentally screamed through the torrent of pleasure going through 
her mind.  
 
This was a thought that Ada seemed to share as well, considering the renewed thrusting into 
Prisha’s waiting maw.  
 



“Holy fuck, that massive ass of your might be your best feature but these cock sucking skills 
definitely give it some competition. It’s like you were made to serve hung futa like me!” Ada 
nearly shouted as she facefucked the girl with reckless abandon.  
 
By now another third of Ada’s penis had forced it’s way down the younger girl’s throat and even 
more was making its way in with every thrust, but a bigger change that was becoming apparent 
to both parties was the continuous swelling of Ada’s balls.  
 
Prisha hadn’t noticed at first, but over the course of this entire deepthroat they had steadily been 
getting larger and larger beneath Ada, until they were now roughly slapping against Prisha’s 
chin with each thrust.  
 
“Jesus, not even Sherry was able to suck me off this well the first tim- oh fuck…. I think I’l-.... 
I-....” 
 
As Ada trailed off, Prisha felt the woman’s thrust slow, becoming more tight and compact inside 
of her mouth, before stopping almost entirely.  
 
And then…. 
 
Nothing.  
 
Seconds passed, tens of seconds, almost a minute, until…. 
 
“I’M CUMMING!” 
 
Ada flung her head back and with a loud groan, her balls contracting while her cock’s girth 
expanded due to the sheer amount of cum being pushed through it. As Prisha’s throat 
expanded in turn thanks to the cum that moved down Ada’s cock, she felt it finally begin 
depositing into her stomach.  
 
Shot after shot of thick warm cum began hosing its way down Prisha’s neck, causing the girl to 
become little more than a sloppy mess of moans and pleasure. She ha lost count of how many 
times she had orgasmed in that moment, but to Prisha it might as well have been one 
continuous wave of pleasure from what her dick-addled mind could comprehend.  
 
Prisha didn’t know how long Ada’s orgasm lasted, it could have been minutes, hours, maybe 
even a full day, but it seemed to last an eternity to her as the girl’s own orgasms warped her 
perception of time.  
 
So with her eyes rolling back into her head, all Prisha could do was moan as Ada deposited 
more and more of her thick cum into her stomach.  
 



As semen ceaselessly continued pouring into Sherry, her stomach was no longer able to 
contain the sheer volume that was being ejaculated and began expanding under the pressure, 
forming a decent sized bulge that was only getting larger and larger.  
 
However, before this could continue any further, Prisha felt the wonderful cock that had become 
so at home in her throat slowly began to recede, even as it continued shooting load after load of 
cum into her waiting mouth.  
 
As Ada pulled her cock out, she watched as the dazed girl beneath her could do nothing but sit 
with her mouth agape as Ada’s dick continued firing off more of her load. But now instead of 
Prisha’s mouth, it was being aimed across her entire body.  
 
Head, neck, breasts, stomach, and of course, the girl’s massive ass.  
 
As Ada finished marking her new property, she felt her ejaculation begin to slow down, now only 
releasing a constant low pressure stream of seed, instead of the individual massive loads.  
 
Smiling at her handiwork, Ada popped the head of her cock back into Prisha’s still agape mouth, 
which the girl instinctually began guzzling down despite her state of orgasmic shock.  
 
“Ahh…. I needed that. It’s hard finding good sluts when I'm working my jobs. It’s been almost a 
week since I’ve gotten to have a real orgasm like that.” Ada said with a satisfied sigh as she 
watched the girl beneath her continue suckling on her cock. “Well now Prisha, I’ve still got plenty 
of cum in my balls to empty out and I’m sure that wasn’t enough for you…. So how about I 
break in that monstrous ass of your next?” 
 
Releasing the woman’s dick from her mouth, Prisha took a moment to swallow the remainder of 
the load in her throat before gazing back up at Ada with stars in her eyes.  
 
“Y-yes, Mistress!” 
 
‘Oh man…. It looks like all three of my owners are going to be fun!’ 
 
 

 
 
As Sherry opened the door to her home, she felt her fatigue literally melt away at the familiar 
smell of sex that rushed into her nostrils.  
 
This fatigue was thanks to the fact that she had been forced to stay overtime today to make up 
for all the paperwork she had missed from calling out. It was much more than she had been 
expecting given that she had only called out for three days in total, and the pile that had been 
waiting for her on her desk had seemed to grow as she stared at it.  



 
‘Well, never mind that, I’m home now and that’s all that matters.’ 
 
Stretching her arms up after she left her coat by the entrance, Sherry walked down the hall 
towards the living room, picking up the sounds of flesh roughly slapping together before she 
even neared the doorway.  
 
‘Oh? I guess Claire made it home already.’ Sherry thought as she felt herself begin stiffening 
inside her pants. ‘Guess I should join them~’ 
 
With a smile, Sherry opened the door to the living room and was greeted with the expected sight 
of Prisha’s massive ass as it bounced and jiggled while she rode an equally massive cock.  
 
‘Yep, everything as it should be! Actually, hold on….’ 
 
Looking around, Sherry saw that the room was absolutely covered in semen from the walls, the 
floor, all the furniture, and naturally Prisha’s sexy body as well. But the semen was not nearly as 
thick as it should’ve been.  
 
One defining trait about Claire was that her cum was abnormally thick and viscous, a trait that 
Sherry enjoyed quite a lot, but this spunk coating the room was not nearly the right consistency.  
 
‘And there’s way too much of it…. And that cock Prisha’s fucking looks way too thin….’ 
 
As two and two clicked together in her head, Sherry called out to the figure pounding into 
Prisha’s meaty cunt.  
 
“Ada?!” 
 
Startled at the voice, both figures stopped and looked towards Sherry. Sure enough, the head 
peeking out from behind Prisha’s ass was none other than Ada Wong.  
 
“Oh, hey there honey. I’m glad you’re home safe.” Ada said with a smile at the sight of her 
surrogate daughter.  
 
“I- uh, thanks. I thought you said you weren’t going to be back for another week?” Sherry said 
as she approached the two, noticing the fucked silly look on Prisha’s face immediately. They 
must’ve been at it for a few hours already.  
 
“Well, I wasn’t, but after you told me about how great this new slut you got us is, I decided to 
finish up a little quicker to get home and try her out!” The Asian woman said with a grin. 
“Speaking of…. Did I tell you to stop, bitch?!” 
 



Giving the girl a rough slap on the ass, Prisha let out a squeal of pleasure before once again 
gyrating her hips up and down on Ada’s cock.  
 
“I see….” Sherry said with a raised eyebrow. “Well, don’t hog her too much. I know you’ve got a 
thing for girls with fat asses.” 
 
“Well… No promises…. But in the meantime, how about you join us?” Ada responded as she 
once again slapped Prisha’s ass with both hands, but this time held onto the girl’s meaty cheeks 
and spread them, revealing a well fucked asshole with a steady stream of cum pouring out of it.  
 
“Oh? You started teaching her anal? Well, don’t mind if I do!” Sherry said as she began taking 
off her clothes. “How about the three of us spit roast her too when Claire gets home?” 
 
“That sounds like a great idea, honey! What do you think, Prisha?” 
 
“I-.... I-eeee oh FUCK!”  
 
As Prisha felt Sherry’s huge cock plunge into her waiting ass, the answer she had been going to 
give vanished as only one thought reigned through the hurricane of pleasure in her fuck-addled 
mind.  
 
‘Yep…. don’t regret this decision at all!’ 
 
 
 
 


